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components affects the energy cost and slice utilization, making
the tradeoff between accuracy and slice-energy reduction difficult.

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a scalable video processing platform on Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), providing several sliceenergy cost solutions corresponding to different application
constrains. Specifically three approximations of multipliers and
two approximations of adders, along with the exact designs as
well, are presented and integrated as twelve benchmarks to
implement RGB to grayscale conversion as a case study.
Experimental results show that the minimum slice-energy cost,
integrated with approximate#2 adder and approximate#3
multiplier, achieves 25.17% slice-energy saving compared with
the exact design by sacrificing the quality of results as 5.69%
error for multiplier and 2.85% for adder.

Under this background, this paper proposes several
approximations of adders and multipliers, and then applies all the
components on an FPGA platform for converting color image into
grayscale image. M ore specifically, the main contributions are:

CCS Concepts

• Hardware ➝ Application specific integrated circuit



We presented a fixed-point design on RGB to grayscale
converter (RGB2Grayscale) with a Spartan-6 FPGA platform.
Then three approximations of fixed-point multipliers, and
two approximations of adders are proposed and applied in
this prototype. The tradeoff between quality of results and
resource cost is statically analyzed with different
implementations.



We implemented twelve RGB2Grayscale converters with
different approximations of register-transfer-level (RTL)
design, and synthesized the design-under-test (DUT) with a
Spartan-6 xc6slx45-3cs g484. The performance in terms of
slice count and dynamic energy consumption were estimated
using the performance evaluation methodology [5][6].



In order to evaluate the cost saving on weighted slice count
and energy dissipation, the slice-energy metric is presented
in our work. Experimental results show that the minimum
slice-energy reduction can reach 25.17% compared with the
exact design.

Keywords
Approximate design, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
slice-energy cost.

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to reduce the computational cost and improve the energy
efficiency, approximate design on Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) platforms has been widely used in many
application domains, such as artificial intelligent [1], edge
computing [2], and Internet-of-Things (IoT) security [3] [4].

The organization of this paper is as follows: section 2 briefly
reviews the related works of FPGA cost saving on approximate
computing, and section 3 introduces our proposed work. In
section 4, the system performance are statically formulated and
analyzed and in section 5, the experimental results are estimated
demonstrated on an FPGA platform. Finally, section 6 concludes
this paper.

The inaccurate implementation potentially provides an
opportunity to find the minimum FPGA cost in terms of slice
number and energy consumption corresponding to different
quality of constrains. The main challenges are: 1) the
combinational circuit design on FPGA is mapped to look-uptables (LUTs), leading to uncertainty to determine the power
consumption and the maximum operational frequency (MOF); 2)
different from the improvement on one sub-components, the
combination of multiple approximations of computational

2. PRIOR WORKS
To find the tradeoff between quality of the results and energy cost
on FPGA is one of the important points driving the research of
approximate computing. Previous works in such field have mainly
focused on combinational circuit design [7], and some of the
researchers concentrated on optimizing the flow chart to reduce
the energy consumption [8]. In this paper we show the prototype
in a sequential circuit with twelve approximations of designs,
providing a wide range of quality -cost tradeoffs.
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Additionally the earlier researches on improving FPGA design
focused on either the low-energy technology [9][10] or the lowcost architecture [11]. However, most embedded chips are
operating in cost-limited and energy-constrained environments
such as energy harvesting powered platforms and microcontrollers,
in which the increasing of resource cost and power consumption
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will villainously shorten the lifetime of the systems. To overcome
this issue, a prior work in [12] proposed four approximations of
addition models and evaluated the quality of results on a
histogram equalization algorithm. The idea was simulated on
M atlab so the hardware performance was not estimated. This
paper focuses on proposing several approximate multipliers and
employing the approximate adders as well, and more important,
the slice-energy savings are estimated and demonstrated on an
FPGA platform.

(a) floating-point

Figure 1. Design S tructures of RGB2Grayscale Converter

3.3 Proposed Approximate Multiplier

3. APPROXIMATE DESIGN
3.1 Energy Consumption on FPGA

In this section, four approximations of multiplier are presented.
Notice that any multi-bit multiplication, denoted as 𝑊 × 𝑊 − 𝑏𝑖𝑡,
𝑊
𝑊
can be integrated with four 2 × 2 − 𝑏𝑖𝑡 designs. As shown in Fig.

Generally energy can be computed by running time and power as
Energy = Power × Time. Thus to reduce the energy cost we can
either increasing the maximum operating frequency (MOF) or
decreasing the power consumption. However, decreasing the
clock frequency can lower the system speed and cost more time
on each cycle, resulting an increasing of energy dissipation. Thus
the power reduction is mainly considered in this work to save
energy. Since the static power on FPGAs is dependent on the
specific designs, in this work we focus on dynamic power
estimation, which can be expressed as
𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛 = (𝑉 2) × ∑ 𝑛𝑖=1 𝐶𝑒𝑓𝑓−𝑖 × 𝑈𝑖 × 𝑓𝑖

2, two inputs A and B are represented as (A H AL) and (BH BL) with
the most significant bit (M SB) A H and BH, and the least significant
bit A L and BL (LSB). Then the sum of four partial products,
denoted as 𝐴 𝐿 × 𝐵𝐿, 𝐴 𝐻 × 𝐵𝐿, 𝐴 𝐿 × 𝐵𝐻 and 𝐴 𝐻 × 𝐵𝐻 , is the
final product of 𝑊 × 𝑊 − 𝑏𝑖𝑡 multiplication.

(1)

where the total switching cap acitance is the product of its
effective capacitance 𝐶𝑒𝑓𝑓−𝑖 , the number of instances in the
design 𝑈𝑖 , and the average switching frequency across all the
instances 𝑓𝑖 including the logic, signals, and IOs. The dynamic
power of switching all instances of resource 𝑖 is the product of
(𝑉 2) and its switching capacitance. From Eq. (1), one of the most
effective ways to lower the dynamic power is reducing number of
logic, IOs, and signals employed in a digital system design.

Figure 2. Multi-bit Multiplier Design
Before discussing the approximate design, the exact 2 × 2 − bit
multiplication can be implemented using the K-map shown in Fig.
3 and written as

3.2 A Case Study of RGB2Grayscale
Converter
As a case study, the RGB2Grayscale converter is implemented as
different approximations of designs in our work. Basically a
grayscale pixel can be computed as a summation of 29.89% of the
red pixel, 58.7% of green, and 11.4% of blue, which is written as
below

Mul[3 ] = A[1] ∙ A [0] ∙ B [1 ] ∙ B[0].
Mul[2] = A[1] ∙ B[1] ∙ B[0]′ + A[1] ∙ A[0]′ ∙ B[1].
Mul[1] = A[1] ∙ A [0]′ ∙ B[0] + A [0 ] ∙ B[1] ∙ B[0]′ +
A[1 ] ∙ B [1]′ ∙ B[0] + A[1]′ ∙ A[0] ∙ B[1].

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = 𝑜. 2989 × 𝑟 + 0.587 × 𝑔 + 0.114 × 𝑏 . (2)

Mul[0] = A[0] ∙ B [0].

Fig. 1(a) shows the design structure with three floating-point
multipliers and two adders. Although the floating-point multiplier
is precise in results but it costs much more slices compared to the
fixed-point designs. Therefore, this paper presents a fixed-point
design shown in Fig. 1(b) by multiplying 28 for the three floatingpoint constants then rounding the fractions up, and finally
dividing by 28 after the addition.
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = (76 × 𝑟 + 150 × 𝑔 + 30 × 𝑏)/256.

(b) fixed-point

(4)

where Mul[3], Mul[2], Mul[1], and Mul[0] are the four bits of the
products, from the M SB to LSB. And A[1: 0] and B[0] and the 2bit input of the multiplier.
The corresponding design structure of the exact multiplier is
shown in Fig. 4, requiring sixteen AND gates and four OR gates.
M ore specifically, the computation of the M SB bit takes three
AND gates and the LSB takes one AND gate. The middle bit
M ul[2] needs four AND gates and one OR gate, and the M ul[1]
bit requires eight AND gates and three OR gates. Since the LSB
only uses one AND gate, it doesn’t need to be simplified.

(3)

Furthermore, we present and apply several approximations of
multipliers and adders in the design, in order to trade the accuracy
for the energy efficiency. Theoretically the higher approximation
of the multiplier, the higher energy efficiency can be achieved.

𝐴𝑃_Mul[3] = A[1] ∙ A[0] ∙ B [0 ]
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(5)

B[1]B[0]A[1]A[0]

(a) M ul[3]

(b)M ul[2]

(c) Mul[1]

(d) Mul[0]

Mul_out[2]

Figure 6 Approximate Design for Mul[2]

Figure 3 K-map S implification of 𝟐 × 𝟐 − 𝐛𝐢𝐭 Exact Multiplier
Finally, the Mul[1] is simplifed as the boolean expression below
with changing 0 to 1 for the case of A[1:0]=11 and B[1:0]=11.
𝐴𝑃_Mul[1] = A[1] ∙ B[0] + A[0] ∙ B[1].

(7)

Comparing to the exact design on M ul[1] shown in Fig. 4(c), the
approximate design shown in Fig. 7 significantly reduces the gate
count by 72.7% with one bit error tallerance.
(a) M ul[3]

(b) M ul[2]
B[1]B[0]A[1]A[0]
Mul_out[1]

Figure 7 Approximate Design for Mul[1]

(c) M ul[1]

In conclusion, we present three different approximations of 2×2bit multiplier design combining the three approximate bit
computations. In Eq. 4, M ul[1] is replaced by AP_M ul[1] as the
first approximation (AP #1), M ul[2:1] is substituted with
AP_M ul[2:1] as the second approximation (AP #2), and M ul[3:1]
is replaced by with AP_Mul[3:1] as the third approximation (AP
#3).

(d) M ul[0]

Figure 4 Exact Multiplier Design
To reduce the gate count for M ul[3:1], we present some
approximations by modifying three bits from 0 and 1 in the Kmap. For example shown in Fig. 5, we change 0 to 1 for the case
A[1:0]=11 and B[1:0]=01, leading to a simple boolean expression
as

Therefore, the total gate counts for the exact design and
AP#1~AP#3 designs can be summarized in Table 1. It can be
observed that the resource cost is saved by 40%, 60%, 65%,
respectively, for AP#1, AP#2, AP#3, compared with the exact
design, leading to a significant slice and energy saving by
employing inexact computing. Notice that the combinational
design on FPGA is based on LUT not logic gate, so the results
might be a little difference, which is proved in Section 5.

Comparing to Fig. 4 (a) with the exact M ul[3] bit computation,
the approximate design in Fig. 5 reduces one AND gate within the
criticial path and one AND gate for the totoal gate count as well,
which theoritically would achieve a higher M OF and lower power
dissipation.

Table 1. Gate Cost of 2×2-bit Multiplier
Designs

Hardware cost

EX M UL

16 AND + 4 OR

AP#1 M UL

10 AND + 2 OR

AP#2 M UL

7 AND + 1 OR

AP#3 M UL

6 AND + 1 OR

Figure 5 Approximate Design for Mul[3]

3.4 Approximate Adder

Similarly, the exact computation of Mul[2 ] in Fig. 4(b) can be
improved in resource cost by modifying 0 to 1 at A[1:0]=11 and
B[1:0]=11, as shown in Fig. 6. The boolean expression is
rewritten as
𝐴𝑃_Mul[2 ] = A[1] ∙ B[1].

Generally, the multi-bit adders can be simply integrated with
several single-bit adders. The exact single-bit adder can be
expressed as
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (𝑎 ∙ 𝑏) + (𝑏 ∙ 𝑐) + (𝑎 ∙ 𝑐)

(6)

𝑆𝑢𝑚 = (𝑎’ ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝑐’) + (𝑎 ∙ 𝑏’ ∙ 𝑐’) + (𝑎’ ∙ 𝑏’ ∙ 𝑐) + (𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝑐)

After the optimization, the total gate cost is reduced from five to
one gate. In other words, the approximation sacrifices one bit
error for saving 80% gate numbers compared to the eact design.

(8)

Likewise, two approximate single-bit adders can be rewritten as
𝐴𝑃1_𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑎 + (𝑏 ∙ 𝑐)
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𝐴𝑃1_𝑆𝑢𝑚 = (𝑎’ ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝑐’) + (𝑎’ ∙ 𝑏’ ∙ 𝑐) + (𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 ∙ 𝑐)

In Fig. 9 (b), the error rate decreases by replacing less number of
addition bits, which is represented by the horizontal axis from the
third bit (3b) to the least bit (1b). It is obvious that the higher bits
have more error effect compared to the lower bits. To keep the
error tolerance acceptable (less than 4%), therefore, only the least
three bits are considered in this benchmark. When replacing all
the three bits with AP#1 and AP#2 adders, the error rates are 1.43%
and 2.85%, respectively. The error rates drop to around 1% with
replacing the least signifiant two bits for both AP#1 and AP#2
adders, and the error rates are less than 1% when replacing the
least significant bit.

(9)

and
𝐴𝑃2_𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑎
𝐴𝑃2_𝑆𝑢𝑚 = (𝑎’ ∙ 𝑐) + (𝑏 ∙ 𝑐) + (𝑎′ ∙ 𝑐)
(10)
where a and b are the two inputs, and c is the carry in bit.
AP1_cout and AP1_sum are the carry out bit and summation bit
for the first approximate adder, and AP2_cout and AP2_sum are
bits the second approximate adder.
The static analysis of the approximate adder is shown in Table 2.
Compared to the exact adder design, it can be observed that the
gate counts are saved by 77.8% and 44.4%, respectively, for using
AP#1 and AP#2.
Table 2. S ingle-Bits Adder Resource Cost
Designs

Hardware cost

EX Adder
AP#1 Adder
AP#2 Adder

7AND+2OR
4AND+2OR
3AND+1OR

4. FIGURES/CAPTIONS

(a) AP M ul

This section evaluates the quality of the results by using exact
design and approximate implementations.

(b) AP Add

Figure 9 Error rate VS . Approximations

5. FPGA Implementation and Simulation

In Fig. 8, six grayscales image converted by different
approximations of RGB2Grayscale designs are depicted. Fig. 8(a)
shows the quality of result using the exact design. Fig. 8(b), Fig.
8(c) and Fig. 8(d) depict the results employing the AP#1, AP#2,
and AP#3 multipliers respectively. And Fig. 8(e) and Fig. 8(f)
show the results with AP#1 and AP#2 adders respectively.

In this section, first the register transfer level (RTL) design and
verification with Verilog hardware description language (HDL) is
discussed. The M entor Graphic M odelSim is used as the simulator,
and the Xilinx ISE 14.7 with the target device Spartan-6
xc6slx45-3csg484 is employed as the synthesis tool.
In our work, the FPGA performance evaluation methodology is
adopted to estimate the system performance in terms of slice
count, speed, and power dissipation [5] [6].

5.1 FPGA Design Flow

(a) Exact

(b) AP#1 M ul

After simulation, the toggle activities of signals, IOs, and logic are
collected by value changed dump (VCD) files. And then after
synthesis, the practical results are summarized in the third and
fourth columns of Table 3. It can be observed that with the same
adder design, the higher approximations of the multiplier
implementation, the less number of the slices are needed.
Similarly, when using the same multiplier, higher approximation
of adders consume less number of FPGA slices.

(b) AP#2 M ul

The M OF is decided by the critical path delay. However, since the
combinational circuit mapping on FPGA is based on the look-uptable (LUT), the critical paths for all the approximations of
implementations are the same, resulting in the same M OF as
271.326 M Hz.
(c) AP#3 M ul

(d) AP#1 Add

Table 2 S lice count and dynamic power and energy

(e) AP#2 Add

Figure 8 Grayscale Images with Approximations of
RGB2Grayscale Designs
It is not clear to see the difference between images in Fig. 8 by
human eyes, so the error rate is further graphed in Fig. 9. As
depicted in Fig. 9 (a), the horizontal axis represents the different
approximates of the multipliers, and the vertical axis indicates the
error rate for each specific implementation. It can be observed that
the error rates for converting the color image into grayscale image
are 0.999%, 3.243%, and 5.64%, respectively, by using AP#1,
AP#2, and AP#3 multipliers.
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Slice of
Register

Slice
of
LUT

Dynamic
Power
(mW)

Dynamic
Energy
(pJ)

DUT
No.

AP
Add

AP
M ul

1

Ex

Ex

700

879

13

4.79

2

Ex

Ap1

684

843

12

4.42

3

Ex

Ap2

652

799

12

4.42

4

Ex

Ap3

640

783

12

4.42

5

Ap1

Ex

698

874

13

4.79

6

Ap1

Ap1

682

838

12

4.42

7

Ap1

Ap2

650

794

12

4.42

8

Ap1

Ap3

638

778

12

4.42

9

Ap2

Ex

538

720

10

3.69

10

Ap2

Ap1

522

692

10

3.69

11

Ap2

Ap2

506

672

10

3.69

12

Ap2

Ap3

494

656

10

3.69

6. Conclusion
In this paper, twelve approximations of RGB2Grayscale
converters are implemented on an FPGA platform, by proposing
and integrating three approximations of multipliers, two
approximations of adders, along with exact designs as well. The
implementations shown on an FPGA demo provide a wide range
of slice-energy saving corresponding to different quality
constrains. By a 5.69% quality decreasing for multiplication and
2.85% for addition, the dynamic energy can be reduced to 77.04%
and the slice count can be saved to 72.83% compared to the exact
design.

Finally, we use XPower Analyzer to estimate the realistic power
consumption. Xilinx Power Analyzer evaluates the power with the
Native Circuit Description (NCD) file generated by ISE and the
specific simulation VCD file. As the power consumption shown in
the sixth column in Table 3, the dynamic power decreases with
the increasing of approximations of the adders or multipliers.
Some of the power consumptions are the same because the toggle
rates of slices are similar to each other in this benchmark.

Our future work is to implement the face detection algorithm with
many approximations, in order to speed up the system and reduce
the energy consumption.
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